
Working with AutoEntry
Automated data entry so�ware 
for business owners



Why use AutoEntry?

There’s a lot to focus on when running a business. From meeting deadlines, to growing profits and serving
customers, there just isn’t enough time in the day for unnecessary admin such as manual data entry. 
And with the availability of automated solutions, like AutoEntry, there doesn’t need to be any.

AutoEntry is an award-winning data entry solution for businesses of all sizes and across all sectors and industries. 

It works by reading information from scanned or photographed paper documents, meaning you won’t need to spend 
hours typing up data from your invoices or receipts any more. 

Simply take a photograph on your phone and all of the information will be entered automatically into your accounting 
so�ware, or you can download the data into a spreadsheet.

The AutoEntry mobile app is compatible with Android and 
Apple devices and allows users to work whenever and 
wherever they choose.  

Once downloaded, users have access to a range of 
integrated features at their fingertips. This includes the 
ability to capture multi-page invoices and to monitor the 
progress of items in real time.
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Getting started in three steps

What makes us special 
AutoEntry lets businesses work smarter and more e�iciently due to its unparalleled range of time-saving features. 
Here are just a few of them:

Flexible document capture: 
AutoEntry accurately captures the key information from almost any type of paper document, 
including bank and credit card statements, bills, invoices, receipts and more

Expenses capture: 
Upload expense receipts, adding these to expense reports before posting 
this information into your accounting so�ware

Auto publish: 
AutoEntry ‘remembers’ how you process invoices and receipts, including 
which supplier account or tax codes you assign

Cloud storage: 
Once AutoEntry has posted your information, it securely stores all of your 
data in the cloud, retrievable at the touch of a button 

1. Purchase AutoEntry through our practice, with a 30% discount .
2. Scan, email or take a photo of the document you want to capture.
3. Sit back as AutoEntry extracts and analyses the data from this document. Once completed, 
items will appear in your inbox for you to approve and post into your accounting solution.  
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Seamless integration with AutoEntry
AutoEntry integrates seamlessly with all major accounting and bookkeeping solutions, including:
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Reduce the costs associated 
with bookkeeping data entry

Become more productive and focus 
more time running your business 

Eliminate human error when 
typing  in data by hand 

Support a paperless o�ice 

Benefit from better data security, 
in line with the GDPR

AutoEntry employs best practice security policies including encryption across the platform, keeping your data secure 
at all times.

Following the enforcement of the GDPR, we’re fit for purpose and will do our part in keeping your business compliant 
according to the legislation.

A secure solution, GDPR ready ROI: Driving value for your business

By using AutoEntry, you’ll be able to:  
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Try AutoEntry today

When buying AutoEntry through our practice, you’ll 
receive a 30% discount.

We’ve organised a free trial of the so�ware as well as 
free training so you can see just how much time and 
money AutoEntry can save you. 

Contact  us today for more information 

01228 690010

autoentry@armstrongwatson.co.uk

www.armstrongwatson.co.uk
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